About Us

Marathon Motors designs, engineers and build motors from single to multiple phase, fractional to 10,000 horsepower with voltage ranges from 120VAC to 13.8K in both NEMA and IEC form factors to address the needs of both commercial and industrial markets.

e-F@ctory Solutions Provided

Marathon and Mitsubishi Electric collaborate to provide AC motor solution to a number of strategic industries, machine builders and end user customers.

Complementary Products

Variable Frequency Drives

Core Technology

AC Motors

Industries Served

Aerospace
Aggregates
Agriculture
Automotive
Building & Commercial
Commercial Vehicle
Forestry & Mining
HVAC
Machine Tool
Material Handling
Marine
Medical & Life Sciences
Metals
Oil & Gas
Packaging
Printing
Process
Power Generation
Pulp and Paper
Semiconductor
Textiles
Tire
Utilities